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This paper shows that the common method used for making predictions under uncertainty 
in AI and science is in error. This method uses currently available data to select he best 
model from a given class of models--this process is called abduction--and then uses this 
model to make predictions about future data. The current method requires averaging over 
all the models to make a prediction--the authors call this method transduction. Using 
transduction, an AI system will not give misleading results when predictions are based on 
small amounts of data, when no model is clearly best. It is shown that for common classes 
of models the optimal solution can be given in closed form. 
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This paper describes a heuristic Bayesian method for computing probability distributions 
from experimental data, based on the normal distribution form of the influence diagram. 
An example illustrates its use in medical technology assessment. This approach facilitates 
the integration of results from different studies and permits a medical expert o make 
proper assessments without considerable statistical training. 
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The generalized fault diagram, adata structure for failure analysis based on the influence 
diagram, is defined. Unlike the fault tree, this structure allows for dependence among the 
basic events and replicated logical elements. A heuristic procedure is developed for 
efficient processing of these structures. 
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